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The Discrimination MythIndependent Publishers Group, 2019

	"Sharp, humorous, recognizable! Highly recommended." Simon Rozendaal, Science editor Elsevier Weekly ---- Egalitarianism is stronger than ever with quotas for female executives, gender neutral toilets, and courses against prejudice. A teasing joke can suffice to be labelled a racist, sexist or fascist. Educators and politicians also...
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Perspectives Of LHC PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), located at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, will be the world's largest and highest energy and highest intensity particle accelerator. Here is a timely book with several perspectives on the hoped-for discoveries from the LHC.
  This book provides an overview on the techniques that will be crucial for finding new...
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Actors in ScalaArtima Inc, 2011

	Recent trends in computer architecture make concurrency and parallelism an essential ingredient of efficient program execution. The actor model of concurrency allows you to express real-world concurrency in a natural way using concurrent processes that communicate via asynchronous messages.
	
	Scala is a programming language for the Java...
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Information Systems: The State of the Field (John Wiley Series in Information Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
The information systems field has contributed greatly to the rise of the information economy and the information society. Yet, after more than a quarter-century since its formation, it still is plagued by doubts about its identity and legitimacy. Information Systems: The State of the Field contains the reflections of leading IS scholars on...
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Career Warfare: 10 Rules for Building a Successful Personal Brand and Fighting to Keep ItMcGraw-Hill, 2003
In Career Warfare, David F. D’Alessandro, the bestselling author of  Brand Warfare, has written a business classic: an insightful and  delightfully frank book about achieving professional success at a high  level.

What really defines those who get ahead? Hard work and accomplishments will  only get you so far. If...
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Java Testing and Design : From Unit Testing to Automated Web TestsPrentice Hall, 2004
Produce scalable, reliable, high-performance Web-enabled applications in Java
Web infrastructure is everywhere. And yet until this book there was no guide to show how your choices in design, coding, and testing impact the scalability, performance, and functionality of your Web-enabled applications.
...
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Tunable Laser OpticsAcademic Press, 2003
"...a well-organized and well-written book...The reader gains insight and understanding into the selection of components and the trade-offs involved in creating turnable laser optics. I enjoyed the book and commend Francis J. Duarte on another addition to his already impressive resume in optical science" - Optics and Photonics News,...
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Distributed Systems Architecture: A Middleware ApproachMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
Middleware is the bridge that connects distributed applications across different physical locations, with different hardware platforms, network technologies, operating systems, and programming languages. This book describes middleware from two different perspectives: from the viewpoint of the systems programmer and from the viewpoint of the...
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Connected MarketingTaylor & Francis, 2005

	Connected Marketing is a business book about the state of the art in viral, buzz and word-of-mouth marketing. Written by 17 experts working at the cutting edge of viral, buzz and word-of-mouth marketing, Connected Marketing introduces the range of scalable, predictable and measurable solutions for driving business growth by...
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Private Debt: Opportunities in Corporate Direct Lending (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		The essential resource for navigating the growing direct loan market

	
		Private Debt: Opportunities in Corporate Direct Lending provides investors with a single, comprehensive resource for understanding this asset class amidst an environment of tremendous growth. Traditionally a niche asset class pre-crisis,...
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Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Second EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
This book presents this new discipline in a very accessible form: both as a text to train the next generation of practitioners and researchers, and to inform lifelong learners like myself. Witten and Frank have a passion for simple and elegant solutions.  They approach each topic with this mindset, grounding all concepts in concrete examples,...
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Oracle Identity Management: Governance, Risk, and Compliance Architecture, Third EditionAuerbach Publications, 2008
An identity management system is defined as the management of the identity life cycle of entities (subjects or objects) during which the identity is established, described, and destroyed. What this definition fails to cover is the social, personal, and financial impact of the identity life cycle.

Before I joined Oracle as director of GRC...
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